Abstract. For a spectrally negative positive self-similar Markov process with an a.s. finite overall supremum we provide, in tractable detail, a kind of conditional Wiener-Hopf factorization at the maximum of the absorption time at zero, the conditioning being on the overall supremum and the jump at the overall supremum. In a companion result the Laplace transform of said absorption time (on the event that the process does not go above a given level) is identified under no other assumptions (such as the process admitting a recurrent extension and/or hitting zero continuously), generalizing some existent results in the literature.
Introduction
A fundamental feature of real-valued Lévy processes is the independence of the pre-supremum process and of the post-supremum increments of the process, before an independent exponential random time, together with the associated spatio-temporal Wiener-Hopf factorization at the maximum. Through the Lamperti transform for positive self-similar Markov processes (pssMp) this splitting at the maximum of the underlying Lévy process carries over, in particular, to a conditional, given the value of the overall maximum and the multiplicative jump at the maximum, independence of the time at which the ultimate supremum of the associated pssMp is reached and the time from then until its absorption at zero. Moreover, in the spectrally negative case the, roughly speaking, "temporal conditional Wiener-Hopf factors" corresponding to this independence statement can be made explicit. We proceed now to look at this in precise detail.
Let indeed X = (X t ) t∈[0,∞) be a spectrally negative Lévy process (snLp) under the probabilities (P x ) x∈R in the filtration F = (F t ) t∈[0,∞) . This means that X is a càdlàg, real-valued F-adapted process with stationary independent 1 increments relative to F, no positive jumps and non-monotone paths, which, under P 0 , a.s. vanishes at zero; furthermore, for each x ∈ R, the law of X under P x is that of x + X under P 0 . We refer to [3, 12, 19, 8] for snLp in particular. As usual we set P := P 0 . Let also e be an a.s. strictly positive F-stopping time such that for some (then unique) p ∈ [0, ∞), P x [g(X t+s − X t )1 {e>t+s} |F t ] = P[g(X s )]e −ps 1 {t<e} e αξu du, t ∈ [0, ∞]; Then Y s = L e s (X) for s ∈ [0, ∞). We will write I t := I t (X), t ∈ [0, ∞], and φ s := ϕ s (X), s ∈ [0, ∞), for short. Define also the filtration G = (G s ) s∈[0,∞) by G s := F φs for s ∈ [0, ∞); T 0 := inf{t ∈ (0, ∞) : Y t = 0} = I e = e 0 e αXu du; and set for convenience Q y := P log y for y ∈ (0, ∞) (naturally Q := Q 1 ).
The assumptions on X, e and F entail that for any F-stopping time S, on {S < e}, F S is independent of ((X S+u − X S ) u∈[0,∞) , e − S), which has (assuming the probability of {S < e} is strictly positive) the distribution of (X, e) under P 0 (one proves it first for deterministic S, then for S assuming countably many values, then passes to the limit by approximating S from above, in the usual manner). In consequence Y is Markov with life-time T 0 , cemetery state 0, in the filtration Q y on {s < T 0 }). Besides, Y respects the 1/α-self similarity property: for each c ∈ (0, ∞) and y ∈ (0, ∞), the law of (cY sc −α ) s∈[0,∞) under Q y is that of Y under Q cy . integral f dµ will be written µ(f ) etc. For σ-fields A and B, A/B will denote the set of A/B-measurable maps; BA is the Borel (under the standard topology) σ-field on A.
Conversely, any sufficiently regular positive 1/α-self-similar Markov process with no positive jumps and non-monotone paths is got from some (possibly killed) snLp X by the transformation L [12, Theorem 13.1].
We refer to [12, Chapter 13] for a further account of the properties of pssMp, to [7] for their general fluctuation theory, and to [12, Chapter 13.7] for those/that of the spectrally negative type in particular.
) the running supremum process of Y (resp. X) and define
We insist that
This assumption is equivalent to the following being a.s. finite quantities:
e αXu du -the last time Y is at its running supremum; and T 0 -the absorption time of Y . Indeed the following trichotomy is well-known: a.s., Y never reaches zero and its overall supremum is infinite, hits zero continuously, or hits zero by a jump, according as X does not drift to −∞ and p = 0, X drifts to −∞ and p = 0, or p > 0.
By the independence statement of the Wiener-Hopf factorization for X (see Subsection 2.2 below)
= e X G −Xe , which is the size of the multiplicative jump at L for Y on {L < T 0 } and 1 otherwise: J is only not a.s. equal to 1, when 0 is irregular for (−∞, 0) for the process X (which is equivalent to X being of finite variation); and indeed (II) conditionally on Y ∞ and J (or just Y ∞ ), L is independent of
G e α(Xu−X G ) du, which is the amount of time that elapses from Y reaching its overall supremum and until absorption at zero.
As indicated briefly at the start, this may be interpreted as a kind of conditional Wiener-Hopf factorization at the maximum of T 0 , and in this paper we provide explicitly the associated "conditional Wiener-Hopf factors". That is to say, we compute, in tractable detail, for y ∈ (0, ∞), β ∈ [0, ∞), the conditional Laplace transforms (i) Q y e −βL |Y ∞ (Proposition 4.1) and (ii) Q y e −β(T 0 −L) |Y ∞ , J (Proposition 4.7): specifically, these Laplace transforms are given as algebraic expressions involving certain power series, whose coefficients are expressed directly in terms of the Laplace exponent of X. In addition, (iii) the law of J can be identified (Proposition 4.3). This then yields an explicit conditional, given Y ∞ and J, factorization of T 0 at the maximum, see Theorem 4.10, which is our main result; and, because the law of Y ∞ is also known (see Subsection 2.1 below), it characterizes the joint quadruple law of (L, Y ∞ , J, T 0 − L). Literature-wise we note that a different kind of (unconditional) Wiener-Hopf type factorization of the exponential functional of Lévy processes is considered in [14] .
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 recalls the relevant fluctuation theory of snLp and introduces further necessary notation in parallel. Then in Section 3 we develop the Laplace transform of the absorption time of Y on the event that Y does not go above a given level, which is a key result for the investigations of Section 4, in which we finally present the laws of quantities at the maximum as announced in (i)-(ii)-(iii) above. Section 5 concludes with some remarks on (possible) applications.
2. Preliminaries and further notation concerning the snLp X 2.1. Some basic fluctuation theory facts. The following is standard; we provide some specific references for the reader's benefit.
(i). Let ψ be the Laplace exponent of X, ψ(λ) := log P[e λX 1 ] for λ ∈ [0, ∞). It has the represen-
for some (unique) µ ∈ R, σ 2 ∈ [0, ∞), and measure ν on B R , supported by (−∞, 0), and sat-
When X has paths of finite variation, equivalently σ 2 = 0 and
; in this case we must have d ∈ (0, ∞) and ν non-zero. Differentiating under the integral sign in (2.1), ψ is seen to be strictly convex, continuous, with lim ∞ ψ = ∞, and indeed with lim ∞ ψ = ∞ provided X has paths of infinite variation.
We also let Φ be the right-continuous inverse of ψ, Φ(q) := inf{λ ∈ [0, ∞) : ψ(λ) > q} for q ∈ [0, ∞), so that Φ(0) is the largest zero of ψ. Recall X drifts to ∞, oscillates or drifts to −∞, according as ψ (0+) > 0, ψ (0+) = 0 or ψ (0+) < 0 (the latter being equivalent to Φ(0) > 0).
(ii). For real x ≤ a, q ∈ [0, ∞), we have the classical identity [12, Eq. (3.15) ]
where
2) renders X e − X 0 to have the exponential distribution of rate Φ(p).
(iii). Associated to the solution (2.2) of the first passage upwards problem is the family, in
(iv). Concerning the position of X at first passage upwards, one has the resolvent identity [11, 
The reader is referred to [11] for further background on scale functions of snLp. As usual we set (ii). We have P(X e = X e ) = lim β→∞ P[e β(Xe−Xe) ] = lim β→∞ 
2.3.
Excursions from the maximum. We gather here some facts concerning the Itô point process of excursions [10, 5] from the maximum of X. For what follows, besides the general references given in the Introduction, the reader may also consult [9, 18] [1, passim].
(i). Under P the running supremum X serves as a continuous local time for X at the maximum.
Its right-continuous inverse is the process of first passage times
the closure of the random set of times when X is at its running supremum, and the open intervals for which ζ(ω) = ∞, where ζ(ω) := inf{t ∈ (0, ∞) : ω(t) ≥ 0}, and whose characteristic measure we will denote by n (so the intensity measure of is l × n, where l is Lebesgue measure on B (0,∞) ).
Note that n is carried by the set {ζ > 0} and also by {ξ 0 < 0} (resp. {ξ 0 = 0}) when X has paths of finite (resp. infinite) variation. Besides, P-a.s., for all a ∈ D, ζ(
iii). The compensation formula for Ppp tells us that
, where P F τ + is the F τ + -predictable σ-field. In particular note that if
(iv). The measure n has the following Markov property: for all t ∈ [0, ∞),
(v). In case X has paths of infinite variation (equivalently, X is regular downwards) the result of 
and with k ∈ (0, ∞) depending on the characteristics of X only.
(vi). One has the following representation of the scale function W [11, Eq. (31)]:
where ξ = (ξ t ) t∈[0,∞] is the running infimum process of ξ.
2.4.
Point process of jumps. Under P the process ∆X = (∆X t ) t∈(0,∞) of the jumps of X is a Ppp in the filtration F with values in (R\{0}, B R\{0} ) and 0 as a coffin state, whose characteristic measure is the restriction to B R\{0} of ν. In this case the compensation formula for Ppp states that
∆X t = 0} is the set of jump times of X. See for instance [3, Theorem I.1].
2.5.
Patie's scale functions. We set, assuming Φ(p) / ∈ αN,
(the condition on Φ(p) ensures all the a p,α k are well-defined) and, whether or not Φ(p) / ∈ αN,
with (as usual) the empty product being interpreted as = 1. These power series converge absolutely, indeed lim k→∞
= 0, and the coefficients a p,α k are ultimately of the same sign (even all strictly positive when Φ(p) < α). Finally,
in other words 
where the expression must be understood in the limiting sense (as α → Φ(p)/m), when Φ(p) = αm for some m ∈ N: it will be seen from Corollary 3.7 that this limit exist a priori; and it is identified analytically in Remark 3.2 to follow.
Remark 3.2. Suppose Φ(p) = mα for an m ∈ N. Then we may write, for α ∈ (
(it is easy to check that ψ /ψ is bounded on [c, ∞) for any c ∈ (Φ(0), ∞)).
Remark 3.3. It is clear from the definition of J p,α and I p,α (and from Remark 3.2) in the case
is jointly continuous. This also follows in any case from (3.2) below: by quasi left-continuity and regularity of 0 for (0, ∞) of the process X and from the distribution of X e not having any finite atoms, one concludes that for each c ∈ R, a.s.
so that bounded convergence applies in (3.2) (once one has passed from P x to P via spatial homogeneity of X). Furthermore, the relation
and
(ii) For each c ∈ R and x ∈ R, under P x , M τ + c is a martingale in the filtration F. The proof of Proposition 3.4, and also of Corollary 3.7 below, follows on p. 9.
Remark 3.5. One has the following parallel statements. For γ ∈ [0, ∞):
is a direct consequence of (2.10) and the Markov property of Y in G, whereas it is perhaps easiest to get (II) by optional sampling on the martingale from (I) via the time change I = (I t ) t∈[0,∞) (in an analogous manner as we will see in the first paragraph of the proof of Proposition 3.4). those that are used in the proof of [12, Theorem 13.9] , but the details are quite delicate, so we provide an explicit proof below. More generally, Proposition 3.4 is related to the computation of the positive entire moments of (spectrally negative) pssMp, for which see [4] and more recently [2] .
We mention also the paper [16] that provides some analytical representations of the density of the absorption time T 0 . Corollary 3.7. For real x ≤ c and β ∈ [0, ∞),
by (3.2) and (2.9), for all real
. It follows that for some b p,α ∈ R (the b p,α of course also depends on the characteristic of X; we make explicit only the dependence on α and p), and then all x ∈ R, β ∈ [0, ∞), one for real x ≤ c, β ∈ [0, ∞), one has P x e −βI τ + c J p,α (βe αc ); τ + c < e + P x e −βIe ; τ + c ≥ e = J p,α (βe αx ), followed by an application of (2.9). The case Φ(p) ∈ αN is got by taking limits.
So it remains to argue (i). Let s ∈ [0, ∞), y ∈ (0, ∞) and n ∈ N.
Recall first from (2.10) that for γ ∈ (0, ∞) and , because e is independent of X; note that φ s∧It = φ s ∧ t. Furthermore, because φ is the right inverse of I, which is, by the fundamental theorem of calculus, differentiable from the right and differentiable at every continuity point of X,
where d + signifies that the right-derivative is meant, with the understanding that it can be replaced by the ordinary derivative at every v ∈ [0, I ∞ ) for which φ v is a continuity point of X (and hence for Lebesgue-almost every (indeed all except countably many) v ∈ [0, I ∞ )). Then, with analogous
so that
Lipschitz and thus absolutely continuous; accordingly the fundamental theorem of calculus applies). −log y)−ψ(αn)φ s∧I t and take the Q y -expectation. By Tonelli's theorem, by optional sampling on the exponential martingale E αn (2.3) at the bounded F-stopping times φ s ∧ t and φ v ∧ t, and by the independence of X from e, it follows that (with equality when Φ(0) = 0 = p, by Tonelli's theorem)
(with equality, and = J p,α (βy α ) when Φ(0) = 0 = p). We conclude that
(and Q y [e −βs J p,α (βY α s )] = J p,α (βy α ) when Φ(0) = 0 = p). In the case when Φ(0) = 0 = p (T 0 = ∞ a.s.) it is now already standard to argue that N is a martingale in G, but to handle the general scenario we have to do a little more work.
Specifically, we show that
By self-similarity we may assume y = 1. We then have that
(by linearity and Tonelli's theorem, recalling all the a p,α n are ultimately of the same sign)
which by (3.5)
(again the interchange of the integral and summation is justified by the fact that all the a p,α l are ultimately of the same sign) 
s.-Q y , where we used (3.7) in the last equality.
4.
Laws of quantities at the maximum
a.s.-P x .; in other words, for y ∈ (0, ∞), a.s.-Q y ,
Remark 4.2. In the proof we will, en passant, establish the identity n(
when X has paths of infinite variation).
Proof. Without loss of generality we work under P: for x ∈ R, the law of (L, X e ) under P x is that of (e αx L, x + X e ) under P. Then we are to determine, for f ∈ B R /B [0,∞] ,
Here the second term only appears when p > 0. From the Wiener-Hopf factorization the event {X e = X e } is independent of the process X on the time interval [0, G), and (2.6)
Now by the absence of positive jumps X is continuous and so predictable in F. The compensation formula for thus entails
where the penultimate equality follows from the fact that τ + has at most countably many jumps, which are then not seen by Lebesgue measure, and the last equality uses the absence of positive jumps. Using (2.9) this expresses as
Taking γ = 0 and f = 1 and plugging back in concludes the proof, since under P the law of X e is exponential of rate Φ(p).
Law of J.
Proposition 4.3. Assume X has paths of finite variation.
Remark 4.4. Of course any P x (resp. Q y ) may replace P (resp. Q) in the above. In the proof we will see that ν/d is the law of ξ 0 under n (which is otherwise a known fact [18] ; we include the (short) argument for completeness).
We have by the compensation formulas for and ∆X, for any (arbitrary)
Let now h be bounded; we compute, similarly as in the proof of Proposition 4.1,
(by dominated convergence, because (1 − e −pt )1 {t<ζ} ≤ 1 − e −pζ 1 {ζ<∞} and n(1 − e −pζ 1 {ζ<∞} ) < ∞)
p)a n −ξ ζ > a da, which quantity is finite when X has paths of finite variation, as follows from (2.8) 
where the expression must be understood in the limiting sense (as α → Φ(p)/m), when Φ(p) = αm for some m ∈ N: the limit is seen to exist and identified in Remark 4.6 to follow.
Remark 4.6. Suppose Φ(p) = mα for an m ∈ N. Then we may write, for α ∈ (
(i) If X has finite variation, then
a.s.-P x for all x ∈ R; in other words
a.s.-Q y for all y ∈ (0, ∞).
(ii) If X has infinite variation, then
Remark 4.8. Recall X e = X G , i.e. J = 1, a.s. when X has paths of infinite variation.
Remark 4.9. In the course of the proof we establish, en passant, that the k from (2.7) is equal to 1.
Proof. Again we may work without loss of generality under P. Let {f, g} ⊂ B R /B [0,∞) be bounded.
We are interested in
(the second term appearing only if p > 0)
(by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution and because X is independent of e)
where Exp p is the exponential law of rate p on B (0,∞] . Thus it remains to determine, for a ∈ [0, ∞),
(by dominated convergence, because n(ζ ≥ u) < ∞ for each u ∈ (0, ∞] and moreover n[1 −
where we used (3.2) in the last equality.
(i). Suppose now first that X is of finite variation. We know already from the proof of Proposi-
{t < ζ}, it follows therefore by dominated convergence that
Hence, using the fact that X e P = Exp Φ(p) , Proposition 4.3, Remark 4.4, and the independence of X e from X G − X e , it follows that
and (4.2) is proved.
(ii). Now let X be of infinite variation; take h = 1. Because the coordinate projection (D ξ → ξ t ) is continuous in the Skorokhod topology at all paths for which t ∈ (0, ∞) is a continuity point, and in particular (by the Markov property of n and since X has no fixed points of discontinuity a.s.) n-a.e., it follows from (2.7) that
.
By the preceding the expression inside the limit lim t↓0 , call it r(t), is bounded by n(1 − e −pζ 1 {ζ<∞} )e pt and the limit lim t↓0 r(t) exists a priori. Therefore lim q→∞ −x = 1, we obtain
β (e a+Xt , e a ); t < τ
Besides, for all t ∈ (0, ∞), M p,α β (e a+Xt , e a ) ≤ 1 − e Φ(p)Xt on {t < τ + 0 }, and since
by (2.4).
Next, as the integral of a resolvent density, for all q ∈ (0, ∞) and all x ∈ (0, ∞), one has that ∞ 0 e −Φ(q)x W (q) (y) − W (q) (y − x)dy is finite. At the same time we know from (2.5) that
at least for λ ∈ (Φ(q), ∞). But by the theorems of Cauchy, Morera and Fubini, the left-hand side, and clearly the right-hand side are analytic/can be extended to analytic functions in λ ∈ {z ∈ C : z > 0}. Hence, by the principle of permanence for analytic function, the equality (4.7) prevails for λ ∈ (0, ∞). Taking limits, by monotone convergence/continuity, we conclude that
, provided the right-hand side is interpreted in the limiting sense at λ = Φ(q).
Consequently, integrating term-by-term (via linearity and monotone or dominated convergence) in (4.6), we obtain, assuming Φ(p) / ∈ αN,
where lim indicates that we take the limit along a sequence (q k ) k∈N 0 that uniformly (we use this /for convenience/ later on when arguing dominated convergence) avoids the grid ψ(αN 0 ∪ (Φ(p) + αN 0 )).
Then by dominated convergence (recall the elementary estimate
by the strict convexity of ψ, and that lim q→∞
(again by dominated convergence). Plugging in f = 1, β = 0, we identify k = 1. The case Φ(p) ∈ αN follows by taking limits.
4.4.
Conditional temporal splitting at the maximum. Combining our results we arrive at Theorem 4.10. Let β ∈ [0, ∞).
(1) Let X be of finite variation. Then the random variables L and T 0 − L are independent given Y ∞ and J (and also just given Y ∞ ), which in turn are independent. The law of J is given by (4.1), and one has the conditional factorization
a.s.-Q y for all y ∈ R, where the two factors either side of × correspond to the conditional
(2) Let X be of infinite variation. Then J = 1 a.s., the random variables L and T 0 − L are independent given Y ∞ , and one has the conditional factorization 
Concluding remarks/applications
We conclude with some indications of applications and possible further avenues of research (besides Question 5 that we already pointed out in the Introduction).
5.1. Expected discounted payoff of a "regret" lookback option. One immediate application of the above that springs to mind is to the computation of the expected discounted payoff (under the "physical" measure) of a lookback option on the stock of a company that one sees eventually going bankrupt and whose price is modeled by the process Y . The idea being that one holds equity in the company until termination, say for dividends, but at the same time wants an option to provide some hedge against not selling the stock sooner (or indeed at its maximum). It is a "buy-and-hold" strategy in the face of the recognition that eventually the company will terminate.
Specifically, we may imagine that the stock price is given by the process Y under the "physical" measure Q y for an initial price y ∈ (0, ∞). Assumption 1.2 then means that eventually the price will hit zero a.s., either abruptly, say as a result of some one-off adverse event, when p > 0, or continuously, say as a result of gradually deteriorating business conditions, when p = 0. At the same time we have an option written on the stock that will pay some (nondecreasing) function We have given a flavor of this in the above, but do not pursue this problem any further here.
